Heavy Maintenance Singapore Services (HMS Services), a joint venture between SIA
Engineering Company (SIAEC) and Airbus, leverages on the synergy of SIAEC’s extensive
maintenance experience and expertise with Airbus’ depth of technical and engineering knowledge
as an airframe original equipment manufacturer. Airbus will develop the joint venture as its Centre
of Excellence for Airbus A380 and A350 Heavy Maintenance in Asia, which will complement
SIAEC’s extensive airframe service offerings in Singapore and the Philippines.
As part of our growth plan, we are constantly looking out for talented, hardworking and energetic
individuals who thrive on challenges and enjoy working in a fast-paced and dynamic environment.
If you are looking for an exciting and fulfilling career, we are looking for suitable individuals to join
us for the position of:

Technical Services Engineer
Position 1: Structures
Position 2: Aircraft Systems
Job Description







Provide efficient, quality and cost effective support to the aircraft maintenance production lines for all
defects reported in the respective areas for the relevant ATA chapters
Support maintenance, repairs, conversion, inspections, modification and retrofit campaigns
Provide engineering approvals to cover deviation to the embodiment plan by liaising with the
manufacturer or supplier to provide the required technical answers
Report all defects that are beyond defined criteria to the manufacturers/suppliers and authorities
Analyze all maintenance data and defects reported by the production lines and to identify recurring
findings and to provide corrective actions and technical solutions/instructions
Put in place pre-defined solutions, including kit definitions to improve the maintenance planning process

Requirements




Applicants should have a good Honours Degree in Engineering with at least 5 years of relevant
experience in aircraft maintenance activities, engineering and airline operations
Possess strong leadership and operational skills with an analytical and innovative mind
Self-starter with excellent communication and interpersonal skills

If you are interested in the above position, please send in your resume to
HMS_Recruit@hmsservices.com

